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EXPERTS FOR SUPPLIER RIGHTS & INSURANCE RECOVERY

PASCHEN Rechtsanwälte

INSOLVENCY LAW

PASCHEN Rechtsanwälte is a supra-regional
law firm, specialized in economic law. Founded in 1993, today, we are one of the leading
German providers in the enforcement of supplier rights in the B2B sector and have handled
recovery claims of insurance companies for almost a decade. Our clients include well-known
medium-sized companies as well as multinational corporations.

To be confronted with unbearable repayment
claims by the insolvency administrator has
become a bitter experience for many affected
creditors. PASCHEN has extensive experience
in defending against such claims arising from
avoidance of transactions in insolvency proceedings. With us, you will meet a highly competent team of experts who will advise you as
a creditor comprehensively and protect your
interests.

Highest demands on quality, technology
and innovation, combined with the intensive personal support for the individual client
characterize our work from the beginning to
the end of the claim, if necessary, even with
legal means of coercion. At the same time, we
always keep in mind that the debtor is usually
still your customer.
In the field of supplier rights, our work starts
with the drafting of contracts, Specimen contracts and general terms and conditions and

INTERNATIONAL
An absolute prerequisite for a successful
realization of claims in the cross-border legal
transactions, are an in-depth knowledge of
the legal requirements and the necessary international contacts. Together with long-standing partner law firms from other EU states,
PASCHEN Rechtsanwälte is the initiator of the
legal European Accounts Receivable Network
(EARN®), in which lawyers with a particularly
high level of expertise in cross-border debt
enforcement have joined forces. Thus, throughout Europe a professional network of specialized attorneys for the enforcement of your
claims supports you in the respective target
country.
In addition, PASCHEN maintains qualified
legal contacts in all other parts of the world,
especially in China and South Asia.

continues through the legal support of business transactions up to the swift realization of
your claims in Germany and abroad.
In insurance recovery we enter into processing,
when the efforts to an amicable clarification of
the recovery claims have been unsuccessful. If
required, we will also support you in the defense against unjustified claims of contractual
partners or third parties.
The core of communication with our clients
is the debit control portal developed by
PASCHEN Rechtsanwälte.
®

With this online solution, you are able to follow
the processing of your current proceedings in
detail and up-to-the-minute online - maximum
transparency is thus guaranteed. With its comprehensive evaluation and statistics functions,
the system is a valuable planning tool for your
risk management.

In doing so, we are consistent in our approach:
In insolvency law we deal exclusively with
creditor interests and never act for the insolvency administrator.
PASCHEN also has top expertise in the realization of security rights such as the simple or extended retention of title. We can also assist you to
prevent further losses in transactions with the
provisional insolvency administrator. We take
your rights seriously and represent them com-

prehensively towards the insolvency debtor,
other creditors, insolvency administrators and
the insolvency court.

RECOVERY PROS
Over 15 years of experience in the enforcement of supplier rights benefited us, when
we began our recovery activity for insurance
companies. In particular, our experiences
in handling large volumes of data, complex
organizational structures, secure electronic
communication and efficient reporting while
simultaneously ensuring high legal quality
were an advantage.
The know-how in dealing with difficult debtors also proved to be extremely helpful,
especially in recovery for legal expenses insurers.

LITIGATION
The representation of your interest before
civil courts is part of our core business. Largely paperless communication and optimized
workflows keep your cost efforts as low as
possible. The bundling of specialist knowledge
in practice groups and the intensive professional exchange guarantee you legal support at
the highest level. Our lawyers have extensive
forensic experience and pass comprehensive
in-house training at the start of their work
with us.
Time is an important factor of success in the
judicial enforcement of your claims. Thanks
to our business-focused IT solutions, we can
avoid annoying detours in communication.
This ensures faster reaction times, saves valuable time and thus massively accelerates the
entire process.
Our quality management is certified by TÜV
Rheinland® according to DIN ISO 9001:2015.

